[In the present paper we state and prove existence theorems of optimal solutions for multiple integrals of the calculus of variations, with constraints on the derivatives of the type =lEo(t, x(t), Dx(t)) dt ,
I(x) G (t, x(t)) e A, Dx(t) eQ(t,x(O), t e a a.e..
The solutions are sought in the class of vector valued functions of v independent variables, or x(t) = @1, ..., x~), t = (t ~, ..., t ~) ~ G, which are of bounded variation in the sense of Cesari ([5] 1936). These functions were used by CESA~I in [5] to characterize nonparametric discontinuous surfaces whose generalized Lebesgue area is finite. The same functions were also used by CES~I in [10] (1937) for sufficient conditions for convergence almost everywhere of double and multiple ~ourier series. The same !unctions were used by Co~ws165 and S~OLLEg [12] (1966) in the study of shock waves of weak solutions of conservation laws. These functions are also called BVC functions in the terminology of CONWAu and S~OLLEa [12] , DArE~H0S [13] and DI P]~I~A [14] . As it Dy~-~.Dy weakly in (L,(e)) ~, while z~-->z in (Z~(G)) ~-~ and no condition is assumed on the gradient (Dz~o).
The method we adopt in our treatment is the direct method of the calculus of variations, based on compactness and lower semicontinuity~ or lower closure (see [8] ).
As it is well-known, if ~G is regular, the bounded subsets of WIn(G) are relatively compact in Z~(G), and this result will be used in the present paper. Thus~ in the spirit of the direct method, what we need is a suitable lower semicontinuity result.
Under convexity assumptions, in Sections 1~ 2 we prove closure theorems, for BVC functions~ with respect to Z~(G) convergence and no topology on the derivatives. Such closure theorems are based on suitable extensions of the arguments used in [8] and [llb] for simple integrals and [ 6~ 7] for multiple integrals. We do not discuss here quasi convexity or poticonvexity.
In Section 3 we apply these closure results in order to prove the lower semicontinuity of I and consequently to point out the precise comparison between I and 5.
Indeed, we prove that, in general, 5(x) >I(x) , and that ~ is a true extension of I in the sense that g(x)~ I(x) whenever x E W~.~ (G) . In [llb] we showed, by an examp1% that 5 can be actually larger than I. These conclusions are warranted by our systematic use of both alternative interpretations of the concept of BVC functions (cir. Section 2a). Note that they generalize results which are well-known for the area functional~ that is, the Lebesgue area Z(x) of a surface x is alway > than 
wl,~ class ([2~3).
Finally, in Section 4 we prove existence theorems for optimal Solutions of the integral functional 3 with constraints on the derivatives. :Note that, in the particular ease g----0, all components of the solutions are BVC. We wish to point out that we require convexity conditions as expected but no growth assumptions.
iVIoreover, ~nd for the sake of comparison with a previous p~per of ours on simple integrals, i.e, v = 1 ([llb]), we wish to mention that we persued there an analogous program for vector functions x(t)=(x~,...~x~)=(y,z), t~<~t<~t~, with y--------(x ~, ..., x~)e AC and z = (x ~+~, ..., x ~) e BVC. We also used ~ mixed topology, namely y~-+y uniformly in Its, t2] and z~-+z pointwise a.e. in [t~, t2] .
In [llb] , for compactaess, we used tIelly's theorem which guarantees that any sequence (x~) of equibounded functions of a real variable with equibounded variations has a subsequence which converges everywhere in Its, tz]. For functions of v > 1 independent variables there is no tIellyls theorem for BVC functions, ttowever I there is a partial extension of Hclly's theorem for functions of equibounded total variations in the sense of Vitali (which we shall use in Section 4b), and there is a compactness theorem in L~ by Cafiero-Fleming for functions of equibounded total variations in the sense of BVC (which we shall use in Section 4a).
For functions of class W~,~(G), lower semicontinuity theorems, or lower closure theorems, have been proved, among others, by ~O~REu CESA~I, STA_li~:PACCHIA, IOFFE I STODDAI%T, FERn0, DE GI01CGI-BUTTAZZO-DAL 1VitSO for the Lebesguc integral, and by WAI~NEI% BI%ANDI-SALVAD01%I for the Weierstrass integral, under various conditions, as convexity and growth assumptions. If f is BVC in G and E c G is the corresponding set of measure zero, then E has intersection E n 1 of linear measure zero on almost all lines 1 parallel to the axes. Hence, / is BV on almost M1 such straight lines l when we disregard the values taken by ] on E, and has therefore (~ usual ~) partial derivatives/)J/ a.e. in G, and these derivatives are functions in G of class L~(G). We A function ] e J51(G) is said to be absolutely continuous in the generalized sense (ACg) if it is BVC and for every j -~ 1, ... a V and for almost M1 ~ e G 'j, the function ]('a 3) is &Cg (i.e. it is equal a.e. to an AC function) on ~.
The ACg functions which are continuous in G are the classical functions absolutely continuous in the sense of Tonelli (ACT).
For [19] showed that the ACg functions are 
b) The properties (Q) and (F).
Let n~l, v~l and N~>I be integers. Let A be a given subset of the (t, x)-space R ~+" and, for every (t, x)~ A, let Q(t, x)c R ~ be given sets. Following CESA~I [8] , we shall consider the conditions on the sets Q(t, x) belo.w. We say that the sets Q(t, x), ( 
t, ~(t)) 6 A, !~l~'(t) --Xol<~, sE(t) e Q(t, ~(t)) and l~(t) --~(t)l<C[lx(t ) --
~(t)l -t- -~ It--tol] for t~E, It--to[<~.
The conditions (F1), (F~) are conditions concerning the behavior of the sets Q(t, x)
where x is away from Xo. 2~'ote that C can be as large as one wants, even for a small. A natural choice for x(t) is of course ~(t) = so, t e E n {t: It--to{<~}, but the allotted generality may be useful. An analogous but essentially stronger condition is the following one, which, for the sake of brevity~ we express only in terms of measurable functions.
We say that the sets Q(t~ x), (t~ x) e A, h~ve property (E~) at the point (to, xo) e A, 
(t, x(t))e A, ~(t)e Q(t, x(t))
for It-toil<d, t e E, there is a measurable vector function ~(t), t e E, such that ~(t) e Q(to, xo),
This condition (F~) actualiy concerns the behavior of Q(t, x) for t in a neighborhood of to and any x. A variant of these conditions is the following one. 
(t), ~(t), t ~ E, on a measurable subset E c G, with (t, x(t)) e A, ~(t) e Q(t, x(t)), Ix(t) -Xol > a for It-to] ~< d, t ~ E, there are two measurable vector functions ~(t), [(t), t e E, such that (to, ~(t)) e A, i~(t) --Xol < ~, ~(t) e Q(to, ~(t)) and l~(t) --~(t) l< C[[x(t) --xo

. ,x,), t ~ G,
whose components x ~ are BVC on G and satisfies ($) a.e. in G.
THEOm~ 1 (A closure theorem). -let assume that (i) A is closed," (ii) the sets Q(t, x), (t, x) ~ A, are closed and convex; (iii) the sets Q(t, x), (t, x) ~ A, have property (Q) with respect to (t,x), and property (F'I) with respect to x at every point (to, xo) ~ A, with the exception perhaps o] q set oJ points whose t-coordinates lie in a set H of measure zero in the t-space. Let x~(t), or x~: G --> R '~, be a sequence o/ ACg solutions o/the orientor field (iv) (t, x~(t)) ~ A, Dx~o(t) ~ Q(t, x~(t)) a.e. in G, k ~ N; and assume that (v) x~--> x in (L~(G)) ~ and x is BVC. Then the vector /unction x is a solution o/ the orientor ]ieId equation (t, x(t)) e A, Dx(t) eQ(t, x(t))
a.e. in G.
THEORE:~I 2 (A closure theorem). -The same as in Theorem 1 where (iii) is replaced by (iii)' the sets Q(t, x), (t, x) ~ A, have property (F~) at every point (to, xo) ~ A, with the exception perhaps o/ a set o] points whose t-coordinates lie in a set H o/measure zero in the t-space.
Tm~0~E~ 3 (A closure theorem). -The same as in Theorem 1 where (iii) is replaced by (iii)" the sets Q(t, x), (t, x) ~ A have property (Q) with respect to x only and property (~) at every point (to, xo) ~ A with the exception perhaps o/a set o/points whose t-coordinates lie in a set H o/measure zero in the t-space. d) _Proofs o/ the closure theorems.
PROOF OF THEOREH 1. --By the hypothesis (v) we have that
If we denote by G~ the projection of G on the P-axis, and for every i~e GJ, tJscalar, we consider the intersection set G(t~)= (TcR~-l[(t j, 7)e G}, then we know that, for a.a. t~ e Gr we also have we take E, = 0 <.
By hypothesis, x is BVC. Let us denote by/t~j the ~n finite measures which tel?-resent the first order partial derivatives of x in the sense of distributions. For every to e R~ let q = [to--h, to q-h/ denote the cube q---= [t~-h<t~<t~ q-h, j = 1, ..., v], h>0.
Then by [19] and [23] (pg. 119 and 366) for almost M1 h > 0 we have Now by hypothesis (v) we deduce that there is a subsequence, say still (k) for the sake of semplicity, such that x~-~ x pointwise a.e. in G. Then by Egoroff's and Lusin's theorems, given ~ > 0 there is a compact set K c G, with [G --K[~ < 2 such that x restricted to K is continuous, hence uniformly continuous, and xl0-+x uniformly on K. Thus, given 0 < o<1, there is a number 0 < 61 = 6ja)<a such that (s)
and an integer kl = kl(a) such that (9) [xk(t)-x(t)] < 0/2 for all t e K and /~>kl.
Note that almost all points of K are points of density one for K. As a consequence, for almost all to e K we have 
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For E = E~ u 2~ u 2% u 2~ u 2% w H, then IEI~ = 0.
Let to be any point in K--E and let ~o denote its distance from ~G. Then conditions (2), (5), (6) and (7) hold.
Take Xo ~ x(to) = (x~, ..., x~) und let q = [to--h, to + hi denote any cube with 0 < h < rain ((%, (~)/V/~, then q c G ~nd
for all t e q ~ K.
Let 0 < ~ < 1 and C > 0 be the constants corresponding to (to, xo) and ~, given by the hypothesis (F~). Given ~ > 0, there is 0 < ho= ho(to, ~, C)<min (~o, (~, 5)/2~/vsuch that for almost all 0 < h < ho the following relutions hold for j =-1, ..., v, i = 1, ..., ~ (see (10) , (~), (5) and (7))
Note that t~ ~ E j, j = 1, ..., v, and we can choose 0 < h < ho so that relation (3) holds and also t~ • h ~ E j. Itaving fixed h relation (2) holds for t~ --h and t~ + h, hence we can tuke an integer ko = ko(0, h, to) sufficiently large so that (15) h -~ X ~ t ~ On the other hand, by (3), (4), (15) and (13), we have and from (12) we deduce that, for every k >/~ (18) 
IDx(to)-(2h)-'fDx,:(t)dtl<N[3O/7Z ~ § e/7N] = 40/7. q By hypothesis (i-v) we know that
Dxk(t) ~ Q(t, x~(t)) a.e. in G.
When t describes the interval q = [to--h, to+ hi, certainly It--to] < 2h~/-~, with 0 < h < ho<min ((~o, (~, ~)/2~/~. Hence, lor all teqnK and l~>~ we have (see (8) ' and (9)) It --to[ < e$~ < a,
!x(t) --Xo] < ~/2 and Ix~(t) --x(t)t < (~/2, thus Ix~(t) --Xo] < a.
Now we enlarge the set q 53 K into the maximal subset ~ oi q where
Certainly /~ is measurable, and then for t~ q--/~, It--toi < c~ we have
Ix~(t)-Xol > ~.
1Vioreo-ver, for ~(t)= Dx~:(t)~ we certainly ha-ve (19) ~r = Dx~(t) e Q(t, x~(t)) , t e q a.e. l
By -virtue of property (F~), corresponding to (to, Xo), (~ > 0 and the functions x~(t), ~(t), t ~ q --f~, we deduce that there are mcusurable functions .~(t), ~(t)~ t e q --$2~:, such that [~(t)-xoi<(r,
~(t)eQ(t,~.(t)) and
I~(t)-&(t)i< 0[Ix~(t)-~70(t)l + It-toi],
Moreover we can extend ~k and ~ to all q, by putting
(21) j,o(t) = ~(t) e e(t, x~(t)) , ~(t) = x,o(t) , t e ~ .
Thus by (20) ~ (21)~ (16), (14) and (11) we ha-ve, for k > k,
--Kte
< c(2~)-, f [!x~(t) -~7~(t)l + It -toll at<
t~q-l~.
L. CESAICI -P. BI~A/~DI -A. SALVADOt~I: .Existence theorems, etc.
(23) ~< C(2h)-, f [[x~(t)-x(t)l + Ix(t)-xol + I~,~(t)-Xol + It--tolJdt<~
From (19) , (18) and (22) for k > k we have
IDx(to) --(2h)-,f $~(t) dtl < q <~ IDx(to)-(2h)-'f~(t)dr] +
with (see (9) , (8)', (20) and (21))
~l~(t) = ~(t) e Q(t, xk(t)) , ~-~(t) e Q(t, ~'~(t)),
ttenee q and (23) yields
By the arbitrariety of Q > 0, from (24) we deduce that
Dx(to) e el co Q(to, xo, a)
which gives, by virtue of hypothesis (Q)
Dx(t.) e ['] el cog(to, Xo, (~) = Q(to, xo) .
t~> 0
Thus we have Dx(to)eQ(to,X(to)) a.e. in K with IG--K[~< ~, arbitrariety of 2 > 0, we have
Dx(t) ~ Q(t, x(t))
a.e. in G. P~ooF o~' TiIEOREN: 2. -The proof is the same as for Theorem 1, though here the numbers c~ > 0 and C > 0 depend only on to and x0 = x(to).
Moreover we choose h > 0 in such a way it satisfies all requirements listed in the proof of Theorem 1, and in addition 2vCh < ~o/7. We recall that for every /~ > k, we h~ve 
(t, x~(t)) e A, ~k(t) = 1)xT~(t) e Q(t, x~(t))
a.e. in q.
By property (/~'~) corresponding to (to,xo) and the functions x~(t), ~(t), t ~ g, there is a measurable vector function ~k(t), t ~ g, such that (20)' g,(t) e Q(to, Xo), I~(t)-[,0(t)i< e[Ix,~(t)-x01 + It-to]], t e q.
From ( From (18) and (22) 
Dx(to) ~ Q(to, Xo) = Q(to, x(to)) .
This relation holds for a.e. to ~ K, with ]G --K]~ < 2; since ~ > 0 is arbitrary, we have Dx(t) ~ Q(t, x(t)) a.e. in G and the proof is complete.
PROOF O]~ TItE0t~E~ 3. --I8 analogous to the two previous ones.
3. -An application of the closure theorems. 
(t, x(t)) e.4, (D*xO(t), Dx(t)) cO(t, x(t)) a.e. in G.
(b) The properties (F').
Property (Q) for the set ~(t, x) does not need a new definition. Instead, we shall formulate conditions (_~), (F~) and (_P~) for the sets 0~(t, x), analogous to the con- 
(t),~(t), ~(t),teE, on a measurable subset EcG with (t,x(t))eA, ]x(t)--xol>r (~(t), ~(t)) e ~(t, x(t)) for t e E, It--tol Kr there are measurable functions ~(t), -q(t), ~(t), t e E, such that (t, ~(t)) e A, I~(t)--xol<o, (~(t), ~(t)) cO(t, ~(t)), ]~(t)-~(t)l<~C[Ix(t ) --y~(t)[ -~-It--to]] ,
~(t)<<.~7(t)+ C[[x(t)--~(t)[ + It--toil for teE, ]t--tol<~.
The most natural choice for Y~ is ~(t) = Xo, t e E n {t: It--tol~<~}.
We say that the sets ~(t, x), (t, x) e A, have property (~'~) at the point (to, xo) e A, provided ~f (F2) there are constants C : C(to, xo) > 0 and 3 = (~(to, xo) > 0 such that for any set of measurable vector functions x(t), ~(t), ~(t), t e E, on a measurable subset E c G, with (t, x(t)) e A, (~(t), ~(t)) e Q(t, $(t)) for It-tol < (~, t e E, there are two measurable vector functions q(t), ~(t), t e E, such that (~(t), ~(t)) e~(to, xo) and I~(t)--~(t)l<C[lx(t)-xol A-It-tol],
~(t) <~ N(t) + C[lx(t) -xo[ + [t-tot] for teE, lt-to] <~ (~ .
We say that the sets Q(t, x), (t, x) e A, have property (/~) at the point (to, xo) e A, provided (P~) given any number a> 0, there are constants C = C(to, xo, ~) > 0 and (~-= (~(to, xo, a)> 0 such that for any set of measurable vector functions x(t), ~(t), ~(t), t e E, on a measurable set /~ a G with (t, Q(t, x), (t, x) ~ A, are closed and convex, (iii) the sets ~(t, x), (t, x) 
x(t)) e A, (~](t), ~(t)) s (2(t, z(t)), lx(t)--xo] >~, teE, It--to]<~6, there are measurable vector functions ~(t), (?(t), ~(t), t e E, such that and (to, ~(t)) e_a, [~(t) -xol <(~, (~(t), ~(t)) e 0(to, ~(t))
I~(t)-[(t)l< C[!x(t)-zol + It-toll, #(t)<v(t) -+-O[Ix(t)-xol -4-It-toll for teE,
e A, have property (Q) with respect to (t, x), and property (P~) with respect to x, at every point (to, Xo)E A, with the exception perhaps of a set o] points whose t-coordinates lie in a set H o/measure zero in G, (iv) i] 07, ~) ~(t, x) and ~' > ~ then (~', ~) eO(t, x). Let ~(t) = (
x ~ x), o o. Ro _+ R, ~7o(t) = (x ~ x~), te G,
in t~o. I] (vii) (t, xk(t))e A and (D*x~(t), Dxk(t))cO(t, x~(t)) a.e. in O, k e N, then (t, x(t)) e A and (D*xO(t), Dx(t)) cO(t, ~(t)) a.e. in G.
TIIEOI~.E~ 2' (A closure theorem). -The same as in Theorem 1', where (iii) is replaced by (iii) ~ the sets Q(t, x), (t, x) ~ A, have property (F~) at every point (to, xo) e A, with the exception perhaps of a set of points whose t-coordinates lie in a set H of measure zero in G.
THEOlCEYs 3' (A closure theorem). -The same as in Theorem 1', where (iii) is replaced by (iii)", the sets ~(t, x), (t, x) e A, have property (Q) with respect to x only and property (J~) at every point (to, xo) e A, with the exception perhaps of a set o] points whose t-coordinates lie on a set H o] measure zero in G. (d) Proo] o] the theorems.
PROOF OF TI~E0~E~ 1'. --We proceed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1 concerning the functions x~, x with the variants we indicate below. Let us consider the functions x ~ ~, x ~ which are VAC and VBV respectively, and note that a.e. in G we have Thus, for a.a. toe G we have (2) and thus from (1) (3) lim+ ( 
(2h)-~ f ),xo(t) dt--A~x ~ < el7. Finally, from (~), (8) and (7) we obtain (9) [ (2h) 02) (t, ~(t)) ~ ~t, l~(t)-xol<~, (~(t), ~(t)) t0(t, ~(t)),
, t e q --/~77~.
Moreover we can extend s ~ and [k to M1 of q, by patting
(13) .~(t) : x~(t), ~(t) = ~k(t), ~k(t) = ~(t), t e/~.
In ~the proof of Theorem 1 we already obtained that (see (23) Thus from (14) ~nd (16) 
(D*x~ Dx(t)) e O(t, x(t))
PlCOOFS ot0 THEOI~EM8 2 ~ AND [3 t, -They are analogous to that of Theorem 1'.
See also the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 in Section 2d. (a) The integral 3.
Let v>l, n>!, 0<..~<n, N>i be integers and, for every x~R', let us write x = (y, z) with y ~ R ~ and z ~ R"-~. Let A, G and Q(t, x) be given sets as in Section2.
We recall that, for every BVC vector function x($) = (x ~, ..., x~), t e G, we denote by Dx(t) the N-vector function DJxi(t), ]e {j}~, i = 1, ..., n. We shall also con- 
t, x(t)) e A, Dx(t) ~ Q(t, x(t)),
(iii) /~o(', x('), Dx(" )) e L~(G). The functional 3 is modeled on Lebesgue area theory for nonparametric discontinuous surfaces (see CESAI~I [5] ) and it is also close to the concept of integral in the sense of Serrin ( [24] ) when the present mixed convergence is used.
The class ~9 is said to be dosed if/2 has the following property: for any sequence (Xk)k~ N of pairs in /2 such that (a) and (b) are satisfied and the limit x = (y, z) satisfies (i) (ii), (iii), then x e ~O.
]{EMAEK 1. --In order to deal with the functional under consideration in the case that either traces or boundary data are given, we need to carry over the definition of the functional 3 in a slightly different setting. 
t, x, ~) is lower semicontinuous on M and Fo(t, x, ~)>~ ~(t) with ~ ~ Z~(G) ]or all (t, x, ~) ~ M. We assume also that (iv) a sequence o/ vector functions is given x(t)~ (y, z), x~(t) = (y~, z~), te G, such that y, y~, z~o are ACg, z is BVC, xT~---~x in (Z~(G))" and (t, x,,(t)) e A, Dx,:(t) e Q(t, x,~(t)) a.e. in G, k e N. Then (t, x(t)) e A, Dx(t) e Q(t, x(t)) a.e. in G, and lim l (x~) >~ I (x) .
Ig---> co 
